Objective: This study reports neuropsychological outcomes based on preoperative Wada testing in patients with drug-resistant mesial temporal lobe epilepsy (mTLE). Methods: Patient records were retrospectively reviewed as part of a larger database. Patients with a diagnosis of TLE based on seizure semiology and long-term surface video-electroencephalography (EEG) were identified. These patients underwent preoperative and postoperative testing including advanced imaging (magnetic resonance imaging [MRI]), Wada testing, and neuropsychological assessment. Decrements in neuropsychological function were noted in comparison of pre-and postoperative studies. Patients had regular follow-up in the multidisciplinary epilepsy clinic to assess seizure outcomes. All participants had Engel class I/II outcome following selective amygdalohippocampectomy (AH) via the inferior temporal gyrus (ITG) approach. Results: Forty-eight patients with electrographic and clinical semiology consistent with unilateral mTLE were identified. Left mTLE was identified in 28 patients (58.3%), whereas 20 patients (41.7%) had right mTLE. Language-dominant hemisphere resections were performed on 23 patients (47.9%) (all left-sided surgery), whereas 25 (52.1%) had language nondominant resection (all right-sided and five left-sided surgery). Twenty-two participants (45.8%) showed no Wada memory asymmetry (No-WMA), whereas 26 (54.2%) exhibited Wada memory asymmetry (WMA). Postoperatively, analysis of variance (ANOVA) found that the No-WMA group exhibited a decline in verbal memory, but average scores on measures of nonverbal reasoning, general intelligence, and mood improved. Alternatively, patients with WMA did not show declines in memory postoperatively, and also exhibited improved nonverbal reasoning and general intelligence. Neither group exhibited reliable decline in verbal fluency or visual confrontation naming. Significance: Wada procedures for predicting surgical outcome from elective temporal surgery have been criticized and remain an area of active debate. However, decades of data across multiple epilepsy centers have demonstrated the value of Wada for reducing unanticipated neuropsychological adverse effects of surgical treatment. These data show that no Wada memory asymmetry increases the risk for neuropsychological decline following ITG approach for selective AH for drug-resistant mTLE.
Surgery for drug-resistant epilepsy (DRE) entails a risk of neuropsychological decline. The intracarotid methohexital procedure (Wada test) was developed to determine hemispheric language lateralization preoperatively and to reduce the potential for language loss after surgery. A memory assessment was added later to explore memory capacity and laterality. The Wada procedure has long been considered the gold standard for the preoperative assessment of language and memory. 1 Despite this, there remains debate regarding the utility of the Wada procedure to predict outcome from elective epilepsy surgery. 2, 3 Recently, functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) has gained acceptance as a noninvasive means for evaluating for lateralization of language and memory. However, the specificity for predicting memory outcome remains variable and differs across fMRI procedures used and centers. 4 Specifically, fMRI can yield an abundance of bilateral hemispheric activation, which makes postoperative prediction challenging. 5 Lateralization of language and memory are crucial aspects of surgical planning for patients undergoing procedures for mesial temporal lobe epilepsy (mTLE). Materialspecific memory deficits are a frequent adverse event following anterior temporal lobectomy (ATL), and patients undergoing language-dominant ATL are at an increased risk for postoperative decrements in memory and language. [6] [7] [8] [9] Changes in intelligence have also been observed, [10] [11] [12] with dominant resections showing worse verbal IQ outcomes. [10] [11] [12] [13] Because of the risk for iatrogenic neurocognitive injury, surgeons often treat drug-resistant TLE via a selective amygdalohippocampectomy (AH). This allows resection of presumed seizure foci within the mesial structures (amygdala, hippocampus, entorhinal cortex, parahippocampal gyrus), while preserving the anterior temporal neocortex. Several procedures to the mesial temporal lobe have been described including the transsylvian, subtemporal, middle temporal gyrus, and inferior temporal gyrus (ITG) approaches.
The difference between hemispheric short-term memory, or Wada memory asymmetry (WMA) scores, has predicted verbal memory decline in patients undergoing dominant ATL. [6] [7] [8] 14 Studies have reported that WMA scores with worse performance ipsilateral to the seizure side portends a lower risk for postoperative neuropsychological deficits. 15 Other studies have found little value in WMA scores, reporting that neuropsychological outcomes are based on the functional integrity of the ipsilateral temporal lobe. 16 The purpose of this study was to evaluate postoperative neuropsychological outcomes in patients with preoperative WMA who underwent AH via ITG for TLE. Our group hypothesized that the presence of WMA would add value to predicting change in postoperative neuropsychological functioning to include verbal and visual memory, language, and mood.
Methods

Patient characteristics and study design
This is a retrospective review of patients who were prospectively enrolled in an epilepsy surgery database at a tertiary care center between 2010 and 2015. All patients were evaluated by a multidisciplinary epilepsy team that included epileptology, neurosurgery, neuroradiology, and neuropsychology. A standard presurgical evaluation was used to assess surgical candidacy including the following: (1) history/physical including seizure semiology, (2) prolonged video-electroencephalography (v-EEG), (3) a highresolution 3T MRI study with thin cuts through temporal lobes, (4) fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG)-positron emission tomography (PET) study of brain, (5) Wada testing to assess language dominance/lateralized memory deficits, and (6) a comprehensive neuropsychological evaluation. Lateralization and localization of seizure onset was determined using long-term v-EEG. Surface v-EEG long-term monitoring (International 10-20 system) was conducted using the XLTEK EEG monitoring system (XLTEK, Oakville, ON, Canada). Bilateral basilar-temporal placements such as T1/ T2 electrodes were used. Sphenoidal electrodes were not used. All patients underwent a selective AH through the ITG approach with at least 2 years of documented seizure outcome. In addition, postsurgical imaging was reviewed to confirm satisfactory resection of mesial temporal lobe structures.
Successful surgical outcome was defined using the Engel classification system, 17 with class I or II being considered satisfactory for this study population. Engel class III/IV were excluded from further analyses as lack of seizure control is recognized to adversely affect neuropsychological results. 18, 19, 20 Furthermore, patients with Engel class I or II are expected to have had a diagnostic work-up that was accurate with regard to seizure localization and surgical treatment that adequately resected the epileptic zone. 19 In addition, postsurgical imaging was reviewed to confirm satisfactory resection of mesial temporal lobe structures.
This study was approved by the local institutional review board and all participants signed informed consent.
Key Points
• Participants with Wada memory asymmetry did not exhibit a significant decline in memory or language function in neuropsychological tests
• Patients with no Wada memory asymmetry showed a great decline in verbal memory
• Decline in verbal memory in patients with no Wada asymmetry was found only in patients who underwent dominant-side resection
Neuropsychological measures
The standard neuropsychological battery incorporated NINDS (National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke) common data elements for epilepsy. 21 Neuropsychological study included 13 measures with scores assessing processing speed, attention/executive, verbal and visual memory, language (naming, verbal fluency), and visuospatial/constructional functions. Specifically, the Boston Naming Test 22 27 was administered as a measure of general cognitive function. Raw scores were used for all assessments, with the exception of the WAIS-IV in which a prorated full-scale IQ (PFSIQ) score was used for analyses. To evaluate change intra-individual and between-person, raw scores were treated as continuous variables in accordance with the Strengthening the Reporting of Observational Studies in Epidemiology (STROBE) guidelines. 28 WAIS-IV PFSIQ, verbal comprehension index (VCI), and prorated perceptual reasoning index (PPRI) index scores (mean = 100, standard deviation = 15) were derived from the test manual. All neuropsychological studies were completed by a board-certified neuropsychologist who was blinded to the patient allotment for the study. Neuropsychological study results were determined prior to epilepsy case conferences with the integrated healthcare team.
Wada procedure
Wada testing was performed in accordance with the protocol of Loring et al. 29 with a methohexital adaptation. Both hemispheres were tested on the same day. An initial 3 mg dose of methohexital was injected into the internal carotid artery via hand push at a rate of 5-8 s. Additional 2 mg doses of methohexital were administered until hemiparesis was established and EEG demonstrated delta slowing in the ipsilateral hemisphere. Language and memory testing were then conducted. Language was assessed by the quality of spontaneous speech, the ability to comprehend simple commands, object naming, repetition of simple phrases, and comprehension of single-step midline commands. Each memory procedure included 8 targets and 16 foils. Memory score was the total correct recognition score out of 8 minus 0.5 points for any false positive error among the 16 foils (possible score range from 8 to À8). Language lateralization and recognition memory scores were recorded for each hemisphere. A recognition memory asymmetry >3/8 was considered lateralized for memory. 30 Participants with a difference >3 between left and right Wada memory recognition scores (ranging from 8 to À8) were allocated to the Wada memory asymmetry group.
Surgical technique
Details of the technique have been described. 31 Utilizing a small linear skin incision and performing a temporal craniotomy flush with the middle fossa floor (zygomatic root as a landmark), 32 access is gained to the mesial temporal lobe by a limited corticectomy of the inferior temporal gyrus (ITG) (access corridor). Subpial dissection is guided by intraoperative anatomic landmarks to allow identification of the collateral sulcus and access to the temporal horn. The hippocampus, amygdala, and surrounding mesial structures are identified and resected.
Statistical analysis
Statistical analyses were performed with Statistical Package for Social Science (SPSS) version 24 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, U.S.A.). Demographic variables between groups were analyzed via chi-square and analysis of variance (ANOVA) to ensure no significant differences. Preoperative and postoperative neuropsychological functioning was compared at the group level using a repeated-measures ANOVA. Disease variables such as Wada asymmetry and language dominance were analyzed to compare neuropsychological outcomes following surgery at the individual level. Alpha was set at p < 0.05 for all analyses.
Results
Patients who underwent AH via the ITG approach for unilateral mTLE between April 2010 and September 2015 were considered for the study. Initially, 104 patients were evaluated for the study. Thirty-five participants were removed due to not having selective temporal surgery or epilepsy surgery due to other causes such as congenital abnormalities or benign tumors. Six patients with poor seizure outcome (Engel class III/IV) were also excluded. Another 15 individuals were removed because they did not complete the full work-up or records of studies were incomplete. A total of 48 patients met the inclusion criteria and were considered for the study. Table 1 summarize demographics and there was no difference between groups in terms of age, education, ethnicity, gender, and dexterity (p > 0.05). There was no significant difference in age at first seizure or disease duration. There was no differences in postoperative follow-up time between the No-WMA group (mean 16.3, standard deviation [SD] 12.5 months, min5.6, max 47.7) and the WMA group (mean 19.0, SD 12.8 months; p > 0.05, min 6.3, max 48.4). There was no significant difference between groups with regard to the amount of medication changes following surgery, and the average medication change was a decline of 0.44 (mode = decline of 1) antiepileptic medications from presurgical neuropsychological evaluation to postsurgical neuropsychological evaluation.
Clinical semiology and v-EEG indicated that 28 patients (58.3%) had left TLE and 20 patients (41.7%) had right TLE. Twenty-two participants (45.8%) showed no asymmetry on Wada testing, whereas 26 (54.2%) exhibited memory asymmetry. Of the 28 patients with left mTLE, 12 patients were found to have WMA, whereas 16 patients showed No-WMA. In the group of right mTLE patients, 14 were found to have WMA and 6 showed No-WMA. Wada testing confirmed that 5 participants with left mTLE were found to be right-side dominant for language (and were considered to have nondominant resections for purposes of all analyses). Dominant hemisphere for language and memory asymmetry was based on Wada testing. Dominant hemisphere resections were performed on 23 patients (47.9%) (all left-sided surgery), whereas nondominant hemisphere surgery was done on 25 (52.1%). Specifically, 15 participants with dominant resection had No-WMA, whereas 8 participants were found to have WMA. Conversely, 7 participants who underwent nondominant resection had No-WMA, whereas 18 participants had WMA.
Effects of WMA were assessed using ANOVA, with presence of WMA as the between-subject factor and neuropsychological outcome as within-subject factors. The main effect of WMA presence showed significant differences between groups in immediate verbal recall (RAVLT immediate delay [p = 0.012] and mood BDI [p = 0.032]). Although statistically significant, the small change can likely be attributed to known practice effects rather than presence of WMA.
Mean group differences on neuropsychological tests
Wada memory asymmetry
Neuropsychological outcomes significantly differed between the WMA group and the No-WMA group (see Table 2 ). ANOVA comparing presurgical and postsurgical neuropsychological functioning found that the No-WMA patients exhibited a significant decline in verbal memory (RAVLT immediate delay [p = 0.006 and RAVLT 30-min delay [p = 0.045]) scores. Alternatively, the No-WMA group exhibited a significant improvement in prorated nonverbal reasoning scores (WAIS-IV PPRI, p = 0.035) and general intelligence scores (WAIS-IV PFSIQ, p = 0.029). The No-WMA group also exhibited a significant improvement in mood (BDI-II, p = 0.002). Patients with WMA did not show significant declines in memory scores postoperatively (all p's > 0.05). There was also significant improvement in prorated nonverbal reasoning scores (WAIS-IV PPRI, p = 0.025) and general intelligence scores (WAIS-IV PFSIQ, p = 0.010) in both groups. There was no significant postoperative change in verbal fluency of visual confrontation naming observed in either group (all p's > 0.05). Wada results and side of seizure onset Given the literature establishing that patients with language-dominant (left) TLE tend to experience greater risk for decline in memory and confrontation naming, 33 we completed sub-analyses of Wada asymmetry, sub-classifying WMA by those having left or right TLE (see Table 4 ). ANOVA comparing side of seizure onset within the WMA and No-WMA groups found patients with left mTLE who showed No-WMA significantly declined in immediate (RAVLT immediate delay, p = 0.001) and delayed (RAVLT 30-min delay, p = 0.001) verbal recall, but exhibited an improvement in perceptual reasoning (WAIS-IV PRI, p = 0.035) and depressive symptoms (BDI-II, p = 0.004). Alternatively, the left mTLE participants with WMA exhibited an significant increase in immediate visual memory (WMS-IV Visual Reproduction I, p = 0.010) and general intellectual functioning (WAIS-IV prorated fullscale IQ [FSIQ] , p = 0.027) scores. In the group with left mTLE, no significant postoperative changes were found in verbal fluency, confrontation naming, semantic memory, delayed visual recall, or verbal intelligence. The group of participants with right mTLE and WMA showed significant improvement in confrontation naming (BNT, p = 0.035) postoperatively. No significant postoperative changes were found for participants with right-sided seizure onset and No-WMA. In the group with right mTLE, no significant postoperative changes were found in verbal fluency, visual or verbal memory, general cognition, or mood.
Wada results and language dominance
Prediction of neuropsychological outcome
Wada memory lateralization was also analyzed as a continuous variable to evaluate the extent to which Wada memory difference scores can predict neuropsychological outcome. Differences between left and right Wada memory scores were recorded as absolute values. Linear regression using Wada memory asymmetry scores was found to be a significant predictor of RAVLT immediate delay scores accounting for 14. 
Reliable change analyses for intra-individual analyses
To compare neuropsychological change at the individual level, reliable change index (RCI) scores 34 corrected for practice effects 35 were used. Cut-off values have been published for patients with drug-resistant epilepsy. 35, 36 In neuropsychological practice, reliable change can be inferred for those patients who obtain pre/post difference scores that meet or exceed the 90% confidence interval for each assessment. 35, 36 A change score greater than the 90% confidence interval (CI) can be attributed to a change in neuropsychological functioning rather than variations in scores that can occur due to measurement error. For the Boston Naming Test, the 90% RCI cutoff was AE5 raw points. 35 The 90% RCI cutoff was À7 and +5 for the RAVLT trial 6 short-delay and À7 and +6 for the RAVLT trial 7 long-delay. 34 The ROCFT 90% CI with practice was À7 or +10 points. 36 Reliable change scores were calculated for neuropsychological measures that were observed to significantly change postoperatively for each participant. Table 5 summarizes the proportion of participants in each group exceeding the 90% CI RCI score for a reliable change in neuropsychological score following surgery. The majority of patients did not experience a reliable decline in neuropsychological test scores known to be negatively affected by temporal lobectomy procedures. 37, 38 Delayed verbal memory was most affected in patients with No-WMA who underwent language dominant AH (see Table 5 ). Of the patients with No-WMA who underwent language dominant AH, 26.7% showed a reliable decline in verbal naming and delayed verbal recall. Twenty-five percent of patients with WMA who underwent language-dominant AH showed reliable improvement in immediate verbal memory. For the entire sample, a greater proportion of patients exhibited a reliable increase in visual confrontation naming (n = 8) and verbal immediate recall (n = 5) than patients exhibiting a reliable decline in visual confrontation naming (n = 5) and verbal immediate recall (n = 4).
Discussion
The clinical value of the Wada test in the evaluation of candidates for selective AH in the treatment of drug-resistant mTLE remains an area of debate and controversy. 2, 3 There is an increasing emphasis of the use of noninvasive methods to lateralize language and memory. [39] [40] [41] Proponents of noninvasive alternatives to the Wada test cite the risk of the Wada procedure as an invasive test that includes a risk (albeit low) of infection, stroke, and post-procedural discomfort. 42 A recent comprehensive review by the American Academy of Neurology found data, albeit sometimes controversial, to support the use of fMRI to predict language and postsurgical verbal memory outcomes in patients with mTLE. 4 Some studies have shown an inability to accurately and precisely detect critical language regions as well as an abundance of bilateral hemispheric activation with the noninvasive alternatives. 5 The latter has been improved on largely by the establishment of a lateralization index. [43] [44] [45] Studies reviewing the ability of Wada and fMRI to detect language lateralization yield approximately 86% agreement, with 92-94% concordance when left hemisphere language dominance was detected. 46 However, fMRI has not yet been established as an alternative to Wada testing for prediction of global amnesia, so Wada testing continues to offer clinical value to predict surgical outcomes. In addition, WMA scores have been correlated significantly with surgical outcome in those patient with TLE and bilateral features on noninvasive preoperative evaluation. 47 Physiologically, the importance of WMA in presurgical evaluations lies in the functional reserve capacity of the 16 Wada testing allows for real-time assessment of hemispheric functioning to evaluate the likely influence of resection and probable support from the unaffected region. The lateralization technique employed during Wada testing has been shown to accurately predict postoperative memory decline in patients with left temporal lobectomy, specifically when recognition following left injection was superior to recognition following right injection. 48 The rate of seizure freedom after selective AH via an ITG approach are similar to outcomes after other selective approaches, and not dissimilar to en block ATL. [49] [50] [51] Age at seizure onset, mesial temporal sclerosis, and EEG laterality all contribute to operative planning. 38, 48, 50, 51 The variability of neuropsychological outcomes after different procedures can be explained by collateral damage along the approach corridor, variances in the extent of mesial and neocortical resection, and differences in the postoperative neuropsychological evaluation. 38, [49] [50] [51] One advantage of the ITG approach is preservation of the temporal stem, a region containing association fibers connecting frontal lobe executive functioning to language and memory processing in the temporal lobe. Substantial disruptions of connection fibers can have detrimental negative effects on cognition and language. 52, 53 This study reports a comparison of neuropsychological outcomes based on the presence of WMA in patients undergoing selective AH via ITG for the treatment of drug-resistant mTLE. The results from the present study are largely congruent with the prior literature predicting neuropsychological outcomes based on WMA. 37, 38, 46, 51 Participants with WMA did not exhibit a significant decline in memory or language function on neuropsychological tests that are known to be sensitive to changes following anterior temporal lobectomy. The findings that the WMA group did not decline in memory or language function are not surprising. Wada testing revealed that the resected area was functioning significantly worse than the spared region and that the spared region possessed enough functional reserve to support at least a current level of functioning following ATL. When memory was evaluated at an individual level with reliable change indices, patients with No-WMA had a greater decline in verbal memory. In fact, a proportion of individuals with WMA exhibited improvement in measures of immediate verbal memory. Deficits in visual confrontation naming were unrelated to WMA in this cohort; however, a majority of individuals with WMA who showed improvement in the Boston Naming Test had nondominant resections, implying the expected relation to language laterality.
Contrary to prior research among patients undergoing temporal lobectomies, 51 we found no decline in semantic fluency regardless of dominant or nondominant resection using the selective procedures utilized for these patients. This finding likely reflects sparing of semantic networks within the anterior and lateral neocortex in selective AH via ITG procedure, as compared to more traditional ATL procedures. 36, 38 Within the group of patients with No-WMA, there was a decline in immediate and delayed verbal recall compared to their counterparts with WMA. More patients with No-WMA than patients with WMA had a decline in delayed verbal recall.
Additional analysis revealed that of the participants in the No-WMA group who showed reliable decline on verbal tasks, all underwent dominant-side resection. Likewise, a higher proportion of patients with No-WMA had worse visual confrontation naming compared to the group that had WMA. Of interest, 10% of the WMA group showed improvement in visual confrontation naming. Wada asymmetry (e.g., WMA group), when considered in conjunction with language dominance, provided clarity into the risk of decline in neuropsychological function. These data support prior research that indicates that verbal memory and visual confrontation naming are at the most risk of decline for patients with no Wada asymmetry and with a dominant AH, even in patients with selective ATL procedures to treat pharmacoresistent epilepsy. 8, 33 Change in visual memory functioning has been shown to be variable across literature. Contrary to the findings of Kneebone et al., visual memory decline was small, which is consistent with the majority of the literature. 8, 38, 51 Unexpectedly, patients with WMA did not exhibit an improvement in mood despite achieving Engle class I or II outcomes (seizure freedom), whereas patients in the No-WMA group did report significantly fewer symptoms of depression after having a dominant-hemisphere selective resection. Intelligence measures of FSIQ and nonverbal intelligence exhibited significant improvement for both the No-WMA and the WMA groups when evaluated at the group level. Sub-analyses within the WMA and No-WMA groups found that the improvement in FSIQ was observed primarily in the WMA group having dominant resections (n = 8).
Limitations
Several limitations of this study are notable. First, the study sample was limited. Evaluation of specific subgroups resulted in small sample sizes, which severely restrict the ability to use parametric statistical analyses. In addition, the study did not evaluate the impact of additional variables such as epilepsy duration or medication adherence during pre-and postoperative evaluations. There were no reversed WMA participants who met criteria for the current study and thus no comparison can be made between WMA and reversed WMA neuropsychological outcomes. Some evidence suggests that seizure freedom following surgery can significantly impact neurocognitive functioning. 54 Because successful surgical outcome was used as inclusion criteria, the effects of seizure outcome cannot be assessed in this study. There are multiple variations of the Wada testing performed currently such as alternative anesthetic agents and different memory stimuli. The current study examines the neuropsychological outcomes from only one such approach to Wada testing and may not be translatable to other studies.
Conclusion
WMA was found to be significantly related to verbal memory outcome. Individuals without WMA were more likely to have a decline in verbal memory compared to subjects with WMA. Mood was also found to significantly improve following surgery in patients without WMA. WMA was not associated with change in postoperative general intelligence or visual memory scores following selective anterior-mesial temporal lobe surgery, with the exception of the WMA group with language-dominant AH who significantly improved in immediate visual memory. Future research is needed to make distinctions between WMA and reversed WMA and draw conclusions regarding neuropsychological outcomes accordingly. In addition, forthcoming studies can determine how the presence of WMA is predictive of neuropsychological outcome in patients with Engel class III or IV outcomes (unsuccessful surgery).
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